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FIRST AID
We would like to congratulate,
Chris Boyce
David Wilson
Larry Jones

Stanwell
Melbourne University
South Australia

on their completion of the St. John's Ambulance
first aid certificate.

FROM THE ED nOR

If in need at a flying site seek these people aut
as they know what they are doing.

This month's issue is certainly bigger but I still
think there's something missing.

We would like to encourage more people to do the
first aid course and to that end ....

PHOTOGRAPHS.
To demonstrate that pics are in short supply here's
a photo of Gavin Hill of Victoria flying a Merlin
in 1977!

HGFA MONEY IS STILL AVAILABLE FOR THOSE OF
YOU WISHING TO UNDERTAKE A ST JOHN'S
AMBULANCE FIRST AID COURSE.

JUST DO THE

COURSE AND SEND YOUR RECEIPT TO:
THE SECRETARY
HGFA

FRONT

Interested in First Aid~

COVER COMPETITION

I've received a few front covers which would be
elegible for the cover competition. However. they
require redrawing to a large extent. This is
because Sky Sailor artwork is reduced by 25% when
printed. For those sending in covers original artwork should be .... ~

\r-----------.i
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Leave 3~ cm up top
for the title. date
and A.P.O. infonmation

I can always go out and take some photos myself,
but am worried about creating a Victorian magazine
about the people I know.

For the second colour on
the cover draw in black
what should be in the
second colour on a piece
of tracing paper, laid
over the top.

If you are sending in a photo please ensure you
give it a caption or identify the people and places
on it. Of course high contrast, black and white
negatives are preffered but what we get we will
make do with.

So send in those covers
and have a go at the $100.

Also when writing articles for your magazine please
print people and place names extra clearly, as it's
an embarrassment to misspell place names and rude
to misspell people's names. My apologies if it
happens in this issue.
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CANADIAN SPRING FEVER
The 1982 Alberta winter saw good skiing but
poor flying, until the weekend of April 17.
Two weeks before temperatures were in the
-18 to -20 degrees C. Easter weekend
produced about six inches of snow but
the warming trend came shortly afterwards.

At about noon, th e streamers at the botto m
changed straight u p and I was ready. After
two or three passes I was above the hill
and kept climbing. Both Stew and I
managed to climb to about 9000ft in the
original thermal, so we were on our way.

Friday, April 16 was good, soarable with
thermals working thru.
Cliff Kakish and I
went for a short XC of five and three
miles but Stu Cameron hooked a good one
and managed to fly to Beiseker - a
distance of 42 miles! Even more amazing
he managed to get his landing witness
to drive both he and the glider back to
Cochrane.

In the meantime, flyers and spectators
started arriving slowly.
Dan St Louis who
was waiting for Ross Hay to arrive with
his vario, gloves and jacket decided to go
for a short flight. He hooked a goou one,
gained about 3000 feet and was on his way without gloves, vario and with holey socks
and thin runners. Shortly afterwards,
Martin Polach and Blair Ciccione managed
to get up and go, Gary Vollo, Dan Fabian
and Stu Cameron were next .

The wo rd was out - it was going to be a
good weekend.

Ross Hay arrived to find an overcrowded
parking lot but no gliders around . His
silly question of "where is everybody" was
answered by Cathy Kay with "Everybody who
is anybody has already left ! ". So he was
very quick in setting up and it did not
take too long for him to hook a thermal and
disappear.

Saturday morning , the wind s were straight
up Cochra n e Hill . Stu Cameron was camped
in my d riveway - I drove to Calgary but
the wind was already too strong to teach
my beginner courses. After cancelling
lessons and a , short trip to the shop, I
was back at Cochrane by 11.00 am.
Emil Segeren already had an altitude gain
of about 2000 feet at 10.00 am. Unfortunately, he had to go to work at noon.
I
was set up shortly afterwards, dressed
myself for -20 0 with down jacket, pants
and mitts. My first soaring flight p ut me
to the bottom of the hill. Here I stood,
dressed like a Northpole explorer at
seasonable high temperatures, sweating
while carrying my Comet up the hill. About
halfway up I figured that this was not a
good start, so I waited, hooked in for th e
next good thermal to eliminate any furth e r
walking up t he hill.

Howard Vandall managed to get up at 6am
that morning but strang'ely did not make it
out to the hill until 1.30pm. He also
found a full parking lot with on'ly two
gliders setup and nobody in the air. George
Laing, who had just arrived back from a
winter in Aust. tried to borrow big brother
Gord's Comet but it was locked in the
garage, so plan two was to borrow little
brother Roger's Floater. This explained
his late arri val. Both Howard and George
were the last ones to leave the hill.

Stewart Midwinter in the meantime was
crowing like a rooster above, enjo y ing my
trip up.
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A NEW CANADIAN RECORD

Stewart and I had easy going to Airdrie about 20 miles from Cochrane. Just before
Airdrie, I was going up about 500fpm when
Stewart flew by me and passed that one up.
I managed to get another one after Airdrie
which took me to cloudbase at 12,500 feet.
Stewart left himself too low and landed
about four miles east of Airdrie.
I
managed to run a cloud street to Beiseker
which was easy going and finally sank out
at Carbon which is 60 air miles from
Cochrane.

This is a flight we have been dreaming
about for years. We knew it was possible
to fly 100 miles from Cochrane Hill - the
question was only - who was going to be
the first one to do it. With my usual
luck - it turned out to be me.
Cochrane Hill is located just above the
town of Cochrane 15 miles west of Calgary,
Alberta.
The hill is 330' from take off
to landing area, the landing area is 150'
above the Bow River Valley on a shallow
slope.
I happen to own 20 acres of land
which makes for a nice grassy takeoff
area in front of my house and a fairly
good landing area.

In the meantime, Dan St. Louis had easy
going but got extremely cold. So cold that
he decided to land in Three Hills, 62 miles
from Cochrane. After the landing witness
asked where he had corne from and being told
Cochrane, replied with a big "B.S.".

The weekend of April 17 saw 11 pilots
logging over 300 miles XC.
A new hill and
Alberta record was established by Dan St
Louis with 62 miles.

Martin, Blair, Gary, Dan and Stu didn't g et
to the cloudstreet east of Airdrie and
landed from five to 24 miles behind Cochrane.
Ross, who took off a little later manage d to
get to cloudbase and also was not dresse d
warmly enough. He had easy going, but due
to the cold also decided to land in Three
Hills. On his wa y down, doing wingovers,
he wondered about the name of the town.
Therefore he decided to land beside the grain
elevator so he didn't have to ask the
obvious question. His landing witness told
him that another guy had already landed there
an hour before.
The local newspaper carne out
and took pictures and interviewed the
in~~epid fl yers.
A good way to celebrate
a good flight.

Shortly afterwards, Bruce Galloway, Cliff
Kakish and Stu Cameron arrived and we all set
up our Cornets.
The conditions stayed strong
and only mellowed periodically when thermals
moved through.

Howard and george flew to the Bieseker
turnoff and five miles east of Crossfield a distance of 29 and 24 miles respectively.
The Southern Alberta countryside was
littered with Cornets that Saturday afternoon.
The final tally is as follows:

After waiting about two hours, Cliff noticed
a couple of hawks climbing out at an
incredible rate and pointed them out to me.
"Let's take it" I said to him, hooking up
my controlbar, hooked myself in and I was
on my way.

Dan St Louis
Ross Hay
Willi Muller
Howard Vandall
Stewart Midwinter
George Laing
Martin Polach
Blair Ciccione
Gary Vollo
Dan Fabian
Stu Cameron

I flew to about 100' out in front of the
hill when I intercepted the thermal - about
800-1000fpm up.
I left the hill with only
about 500' over.
I steadily climbed and
drifted back and lost the thermal at 11,000'
ASL - by then I was ten miles behind takeoff. Cliff, who had his barograph sealed open distance XC announced, tangled up his
flying wires in the vario and could not get
ready in time.
Pointing my Comet downwind
towards Crossfield, I crossed No.2 Highway
between Airdrie and Crossfield when I got
good lift from a plowed field.
The gain was
not as good as from the original climbout,
but I was just maintaining, or slightly
climbing whil e drifting in the strong wind.

Cornet 165
Cornet 165
Cornet 185
Cornet 165
Cornet 165
Floater 185
Cornet 165
Cornet l35
Cornet 135
Cornet 165
Cornet 185

62 miles
62
"
60 "
29.5 "
24
24
23
15
8

6.5 "
3

We had a total of 317.5 miles flown from a
330' bump in the prairies!
This year Muller Kites will host the lOth
Annual Cochrane Meet June 26 & 27 which will
be open distance XC.
UP is putting up $100
for the longest flight over 50 miles on a
UP Product which will be outdone by Muller
Kites with $150.
WILLI MULLER
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During the week it stayed soarable but
stable. Friday, April 23 was soarable
from early morning. My work in the shop
that day was quickly completed in the
morning (or not done at all) and I was back
horne at 10 am.
The conditions at that time
were straight up gusting to 40 mph.

Acme became within reach, unbelievable
with only two thermals and I was already
40 miles or better downwind. Just before
Acme, my Ball vario showed 1000fpm sink - I
felt as if I was just falling down onto
the small town.
Since the wind was quite
strong, I picked a farm about half a mile
downwind from town for a landing. When I
got there all of a sudden my vario
started bleeping abain.
The climb brought
me again to about 8000' ASL and I could see
the town of Three Hills and Carbon where
Dan, Ross and I landed the week before.
Happy to know that I would hold my own hill
record again, I turned downwind towards the
Red Deer River Valley.
I knew that if I
could make it to the east side of the valley
I would break Don Miller's Canadian recor d .

I kept circling the farm and with "hellos"
and a "good afternoon" I got his attention.
I landed in the corral at 5.10 pm. Wayne
Holzer came up to greet me. After learning
where I had taken off from, he told me I
was in Coronation which is 200 road miles
from Cochrane. After ringing Vincene (my
wife) for a pickup, we spent the evening
dining in Coronation and were playing a
lazy game of chess when Vincene finally
arrived. We arrived homeat 2 am.

Luckily I got another thermal before the
valley and crossed it with height to spare.
All that time I was chasing a cloudstreet
and it seemed as if I could not catch up
to it. At the hamlet of Morin I got some
good lift which took me to cloudbase and
the start of a 20 mile or better cloudstreet.
Being at 13,500' and still climbing I just
pulled the bar in to zero sink and kept
going downwind underneath the cloud. At
that time I knew that I had broken the 100
mile barrier, so I just kept going straight.
Crossing Sullivan Lake, I lost more altitude
that I anticipated. The cloudstreet still
looked good, but I kept sinking. Well, I
thought that on the other side of the lake
it would go up again - which it did however since the going the last 30 miles or
so was extremely easy, I did not bother
to go back to cloudbase. While going
downwind I gained about 1000'. No longer
was I familiar with the countryside and I
had no idea anymore where I was. However,
when going across the prairies one does not
have to worry about landing areas too much.
There are farms at least every mile and
the decision where to land can be put off
to at least the last thousand feet of
altitude and that height is only required
to check out whether someone is home or not.

The flight was 142 miles, time in air 3~
hours which averages a groundspeed of over
40mph. The glider was a stock 185 Comet,
Ball 651 vario/altimete r.
I flet that the
flight was easy and I was lucky to takeoff
at the right time, but most important of
all, I was in the right place at the right
time, which I have to thank my most
supportive wife for.
WILLI MULLER

ODE TO
Up in th
Oh! what
Thought of
By some bri
Feel the air,
All around.
Look below,
See the ground.
What a rush,
To my brain.
I want to fly,
Again and again.
To take off and
Like a bird.
To some people,
It's quite absurd.
Flying to me, though
Will always seem
To be a reali
~~C~A
Through mankin

The list underneath the cloudstreet all of
a sudden disappeared, the vario showed again
8000' ASL.
Here again since the going was
easy, I did not bother to go back to the
lift and just like the week before, I ke p t
going and sinking out.
I notice grain
elevators in the distance and started
heading for them. If I could make it to
the elevators at least I would not have t o
ask the obvious question.
Flying over a
far two miles before the town, I noticed
a farmer feedin g his horses. This looked
like a good opportunity for me to get a
good landing witness.

To soar and hover,
Way out above,
Is a sport
That thrills me.
And, fills
With love.
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After looking for a rig up area amongst
the boulders and trees, we were told we
were standing on it and in a few days we'd
see 60 kites rigged up there. Where were
the grassy slopes of NZ?
(I think the
Aussies could rig up three kites in an
outside bog and still leave room for the
bloke sitting on it!) .

o.S. VIEWS OF US
LAST SUMMER AUSTRALIAN HANG GLIDING SITES
HAD SOME INTERNATIONAL VISITORS, HERE WE
REPRINT THE STORIES THEY TOLD WHEN THEY
GOT HOME,
REPRINT FROM AIRBORN APRIL

The launch at Buffalo is half a dozen steps
down a sloping rock face and you're over
the edge of an 800 foot sheer cliff. An
excellent take off spot as long as you have
got your ·act together.

82;

Buffalo is a flat topped mountain about
3300 foot high with take off facing the
North East. You can fly as far as you can
in most directions except over the back
which is tiger country.

BUFFALO X/C COMPETITION - DEC 27 - JAN 4
Wednesday 23rd December saw us staggering
through Auckland International Airport
buckling under the weight of our gliders.
We were off to Aussie!

There is a landing paddock straight below
take-off, known as the burs, which is only
used if you don't get up away from the
hill. Ask Keith about the burs.

After all the usual travelling hassles, we
arrived in Melbourne with no permanent
damage to gliders or bodies.
LP was sent on a mission to pick up our
car, a nearly new Falcon XT Station Wagon
with air conditioning. No mucking around
with the unfaithful wrecks of hang gliding
cars on this trip.
A quick sortie around the local service
stations, and we'd plucked two sets of
roof racks and had six people - five of
them over 6 foot and 1 shortie, five
kites and all our gear stowed on board.
All we had to do now was find somewhere to
stay without forking out megabucks.
After two or three visits to phone booths
we managed to track down expatriot Stu
Clark.
An hour or so later we had descended upon
his peaceful evening and were wolfing down
pizzas and duty free booze in his lounge thanks $tu!

A View from Buffalo setup area.

The next two days were spent touring
Melbourne buying, eating and drinking as
much as we could take or afford.

Photo:

Val Wallington

We all had pretty good first flights with
Tim and I landing out in Ovens Valley and
the others trying out the Burs.

We left Stu's on Christmas morning for the
4 hour drive to Buffalo. There is nothing
except brown grass and gum trees between
Melbourne and the turn-off to Buffalo,
but once you hit the 'Ovens' Valley the
scenery gets a whole lot better.

We then booked into the Porepunka Pub, our
base and waterinq hole for the duration of
the visit.
Next day saw us at another site, Bucklands
Gap, about ~ an hour from Buffalo. There
we met up with a lot of the pilots who
were to be in the competition, learnt a
thing or two about X/C flying.

We arrived at the base of Buffalo at about
2pm and there were about 5 kites up
thermaling, so we powered straight up to
the top.
The trip takes about 35 minutes and is two
lane tar seal all the way.

Bucklands Gap is a 3 mile long 500 foot
high ridge with,a sloping grassy take-off.
Normally its only flown when its ridge
soarable.
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The team were:

On this day the wind was wafting up the
face at about 1 knot. But this didri·t ~eem
to worry some of the local guns, who took
off, scratched around in light thermals
and finally got up to cloud base and
headed off over the back.

Tim Elder
Richard LePine
Keith Stevens
Craig McPherson (Driver)
Andrea Wilson
Ron Hanley
Mark Hitchings (Support

Bernie Beer ended up flying for 6~ hours
and doing 104 miles. A bloody good flight
and the longest flight anyone had while we
were there.

~

trip)

PERSONAL ACHIEVEMENTS DURING COMPETITION
Andy Wilson:
10,OOOft height.
7,OOOft
height gain, 54km distance to Yakandanda.
Put up with 5 huge drunken louts for 17
days.

The next day was the first of competition.
There were 7 days of competition with one
task per day and as many tries at the task
as you could get in. Which added up to
2 flights if you were well organised for
transport and didn't go too far on the
first flight.

Ron (White Shorts) Hanley:
13,OOOft height,
10,OOOft height gain, 65km distance into
Kiawa Valley.
Constantly drunk and
showing his legs.

Of the 7 days, 5 were competition flyable.

Richard LePine: Beat all of us by not
going to the Burs and being consistant.
Kept beating the locals at pool and tried
to ignore Ron's legs.

The tasks were all based on the Ovens
Valley X/C, open distance, with turn
point photos, out and return with a photo
at the turn point, and speed tasks to a
goal.

Keith Stevens: Landed at the Burs ~ times
and if that wasn't enough landed up the
valley of no return on the side of a
mountain.

Most Aust. pilots flew with Altimeters,
variometers, compass, CB radio, camera and
air speed indicators. The CB radios were
particularly helpful with pilots telling
each other where lift was and the best
places to cross valleys etc.

Tim Elder: Practised parachute deployment
on mid flight then changed his mind half
way thru.
Flew well and proved that
genetic freaks can stay up.

Most of the out and return tasks and goal
tasks were at least 50km and some were
double that distance.

Craig MacPherson:
Drove the mothership.
Excellent at space invaders and in
diminishing the alcohol supply, put up with
Andrea the whole trip.

Normally only a handful of pilots would
complete the task which was damn good task
setting.

Mark Hitchings: Turned up in time to make
the trip to Sydney. Bloody uncomfortable,
7 people in one car.

Flying X/C is easier, on the whole, than
in NZ with a high cloud base and the
ability to go down wind without hitting
the coast or a major mountain range.
I think all of us had some of the best
thermaling and X/C flying of our lives at
Buffalo, and learnt a lot about X/C flyin g .
The Aussie pilots are well ahead of us as
far as the 'go for it' attitude and
organisation of X/C flying goes.
With guys flying good distances every
weekend of the summer, we'd better get of f
With guys flying good distances every
weekend of the summer, we'd better get off
our asses if we're going to keep up.
From Buffalo we headed up the country to
Sydney and a few days at Stanwell Park
which was good value, except for meeting
up with Harry Flange Mahr.
After that it was back to good ole NZ.
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'OK COBBER, DON'T FLY ANYWHERE'
Arrive Sy dne y air po r t pale-faced and
untanned, where I'm met by Bill Moyes.
Real
service ..... fanta s tic after three days on the
plane.

He comes on and looks like he's on the
approach to Canberra and he goes on about
a mile awa y at my height (about 6,000') and
joins the Canberra circuit.

Rob De Groot has j ust done 156 miles cross
country, but it's 'hush hush ... don't let
Big Brother know". We soon see why ....

Little do I know whether he's se e n me, nor
whether he's panicked or never seen another
aircraft in the sky, because Australia is
so big arid quiet.

Day goes on ... Steve Moyes tells me about
the Department of Tr ansport being real
tight about fl y ing.

I don't know the answer, but he obvi ously
informs air traffic control at Canberra who
in turn pick me up on their radar and
inform the local police they reckon I'm in
their airspace.

I'm pretty hooked on micro-flying here in
Britain and telling them what fantastic
fun it is, but Ph i l Matthewson tells me
there's just no wa y at all you could fl y a
trike in Sydney .
We have some coastal flying on the first
at Stanwell Park - ~ ncredible place with
600' e s car pment, the site for the compo

Meanwhile I fly on, blissfull y unaware of
the frenzied activity -going on below, for
another hour and six thermals.

da ~

I have the chance to fl y down the length o f
it - reall y good, though a bit tricky. Lik e
a Rhosilli with mile-wide gaps and it comes
back inland at points . Although it's on th e
coast, it thermals v er y well. The sun in
Aust. is straight up i n the sky and some
really punchy stuf f comes out of the gulli es .
The nex t da y i s when I have my little
encounter! All these b i g d is tanc es be ing
done, we decide to d rive down to Canber r a
to try and do some di s tance f l y i ng from a
place called Pig Hi l l .
Get u p e arly i n the morning .
J eff Scott,
Steve Mo ye s, Tim, Nick and myself take
turns driving down the bumpy road.
Get
t o t a ke - off a n d suss out the air maps. Local
instruc tor Tim-clues us to where the thermals
might be and whi c h way not to go - into the
forest back inland.
Steve also points out airspace 20 miles out
from Canberra and 6,000' ceiling.
Steve's off first but goes down and misses
out. Jeff goes and catches one - a real
cracker ... punchy small one.

Stev e Gi l rm ur and Bob Bai l ey t ake off
from Bal d Hi ll. Phot o : Ol ga White.

Then I come in and make an approach and
land at a place called Tharwa, flying low
over typical outback country looking for
Kangaroos on the way down, but all I can see
is kookaburras - quite fitting really,
because straight away a Police bike arrives
at high speed.
I'm greeted with "Don't go anywhere Cobber;"
I point out that I can't really, seeing it s
flat and I need a hill to jump off.
He
doesn't get the joke and starts writing
things down.

I follow him off and miss that, but catch
one low down and i'm able to get it back
up - really good to be flying in hot air
again.
I circle back and decide to head
off cross country - it's only 2 pm, so it
seems a good idea.

Another six motors arrive - vans, police
qars - and soon a whole posse of Police are
standing round discussing this pilot who's
de-rigging his glider.

One hour later (to cut a long story short),
after getting down low and up again over
scrubland and really enjoying it, I see this
jet coming over the Blue Mountains to my
right.
I think I'd better let him see me,
so I do a couple of circles.

They ask me to come over for a chat, but I
suggest they come to me as I'm de-rigging
my glider.
I was treating it a bit like a
joke as I was happy to be there - it was
sunny, I was in my shorts and flying togs
a n d they were all so serious.
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I ' d a n idea why they were there - it mu s t
have bee n the j e t. Bu t they wanted to
know ho w near i t was a n d wha t airline i t
was and ' t hey decided t h ey ' d better take me
down to the po l ice station.
So, de-rigged, its down to the police
station for talks, ice - cream and coffee.
Eventually they decide I'm just a mad
Englishman and let me go . They were very
keen that I didn ' t fly around again in Aust.
I kept pointing out how we fly in Britain we look out for planes, they look out for us,
and the sky is a big place.
But all they would say was Australia is a
safe place to f l y. So safe, nobody flies !
Crazy! Anyway I heard nothing more until a
few days later it was i n the papers.
I was
told it would be better if it was p l ayed
down and it would go away quietly.
Then it all began again in the papers when
I got home.
ROBERT BAI LEY

F li ght 14388 depart ing Stanwe ll Park
g roun d c r ew Alan Danie l s stand~ ng by . Pt. Ed .

STANWELL SOARING CENTRE
CLYDE FARQUHAR
PH, (042)942648

P,O, BOX 20
hELENSBURGH
N,S,W, 2508

MOYES GLIDERS
ACCESSORIES
LESSONS

WE USE ONLY CERTIFIED INSTRUCTORS,
HANG GLIDING SAFARIES

Weekend tr i ps away .

- Ge t time in the air wi th glides from good heigh t s. - Learn t o soar and f l y pron e wi t h the us e of
radio ains , a safe , p r oven method .

REGU LAR I NSTRUCTION AT STANWELL PAR K AND THE SAND DUNES,

MEGA II -

The g l ider used by _pilots from Hang I to Hang V and stil l in production. - We use a

Mega II as a trai ning g l ider.

MISSILE -

The lates t and the greatest - out now and certified .

Buy now before the rush . - We

have a g lide r for you to test fly.
- Phone now for a price on your new glider - we offer competitive prices -- NOW IN STOCK - PAGEN BOOKS - LOG BOOKS (record 160 flights) --
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2nd

aUSTRaLIaN

CROSS - COUNTRY LEftGUE
PRIZES
1st - On a Sky trek Glider - $250
1st - On a Moyes Glider
- $250 + harness
bag & flying
suit
Best H3 - PA Delux Cocoon - $225
Harness
Other Prices:
Distribution of which will be
announced in later issue.
PA Flying Suit - $90.
Monies received from Entry Fees.
Plus we are negotiating for more
excellent prizes from people such
as Cloudbase and others.

THE TASK: Clock up the highest
average straight-line distance from
your best B flights. There's no
limit to the number of flights you
may enter.
200 Miles
Moyes and Sky trek have each
put up $500 to any pilot who
flies 200 miles on thier
respective brand of glider.

Enter Now

DOCUMENTATION: Date of flight and take off and
landing times. 6 figure map references are
~~~~~-=
required for take off and landing plus a
general description of landing location,
~pproximate distance flown, photo or
barograph evidence optional. Official
distances will be measured on Natmap
1:250,000 Topo maps.
WITNESSES: Name, address and phone
numbers of take off and at least two
landing witnesses for each flight, and
only entries posted within 10 days of
flight will be scored. Restricted to
foot-launched, non-powered hang gliders,
only.
RESULTS: Flight documentation will be
examined by the Verification Board and
League position and distances published
monthly.

~ilots, here's your chance to compete in a
contest open to all, no need to leave your
local sites, to find Australia's best XC
sites and pilots.
~ates

From 2 August, 1982 to 30 June, 1983.

AUSTRALIAN CROSS COUNTRY LEAGUE ENTRY FORM.
PILOT NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ AGE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I:lGFA NO. :_ _ _ __
ADDRESS:
RATING :_ _ _ _ _ __
TELEPHONE:

----------------------------------------------------Entry fees; ~L5 ($5 to cover administration and
verification expenses $10 prize money) .Entry fee
and form must be received before or accompanying
1st flight.

-

Make Cheques payable to;
2nd Australian cross country league ,
C/- H.Numeyer
16 Moonah St. Pacific Plams, NSW 2428.
NSW 2428 .

I, the undersigned hereby request permission to enter and participate in the Australian Cross Country
League. I acknowledge that my participation is voluntary and that I know the risks and dangers of cross
country flying, and that unexpected dangers may arise during the League. The decisions regarding when and
where to fly and where to land are my own, and I accept all risks of injury to my person or others and/or
property that may be sustained during the League. I am aware of ANO 95.8 and Transport Australia
regulations concerning operations of hang gliders. In consideration of the permission granted to me to
participate in the League, I do· hereby, for myself and my heirs, release the officials and sponsors of the
League and Cloudbase Hang. Gliding Centre from all c~aims for injuries sustained by my person and/or
property during my participation in the League due to negligence or any other fault.
I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTAND THE FOREGOING REQUEST AND RELEASE:
SIGNED: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ WITNESS :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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NSW HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION - NOWRA BRANCH

NOWRA

Welcome visiting hang glider pilots and
spectators to Cambewarra Lookout.

CAMBEWARRA LOOKOUT

THIS SITE HAS BEEN MADE AVAILABLE TO PILOTS
WHO HAVE HELD A 'H3' RATING FOR A MINn10M
OF ONE YEAR.

Visiting Pilots to this site please note:
Hang Gliding is only permissable outside
Airfield hours and is subject to clearance
on each flying day.

Permission to fly this site was obtained
from the following:
Mr & Mrs J Barnett (Kiosk Proprietors)
Shoalhaven City Council
Lands Department of NSW
Transport Australia
Royal Australian Navy

NORMAL AIRFIELD HOURS
Monday
Tuesday/Thursday
Friday

9.00 am to 4.30 pm
8.00 am to 4.30 pm
8.00 am to 12.30 pm

It must be stressed that these are normal
Airfield hours and the area can become
active at any time.

and this concession is subject to review so
please ensure that this site is kept open by
observing the regulations that they have
laid down.

This site is within restricted area (R437)
and one of the conditions which was laid
down by the Navy on granting us permission
to use the site, was that the duty Air
Officer be contacted for clearance to fly
on each day of flying.

The surrounding air space is in a restricted
area (R437) due to the Naval Air Station,
within 8 miles_
Hang Gliding is only permlssable outside
airfield hours and is subject to clearance
on each flying day.

Any aircraft entering this restriced area
is requested to contact Nowra Control and
obtain clearance before entry therefore
the Navy will be able to inform them that
our hang gliding area is active.

REGULATIONS
1.

First pilot to arrive each flying day
is to telephone the duty air officer
at the Naval Air Station Nowra and
request clearance to fly.
Ph. 211211
and ask for Duty Air Officer (Mr John
Barnett has agreed to allow his
telephone to be used to contact the
Navy) .

2.

Each pilot must ask Mr or Mrs Barnett
(Kiosk Proprietors) for the Hang
Gliding Registration Book to sign.

3.

If naval clearance has been received
you may now fly at will.

4.

Be alert for 'ORANGE SMOKE FLARE' and
'RED FLAG' at take-off area, as these
indicate that you must land immediately.

It will only require one glider to be
sighted in the area with clearance to
lose our site.
Failure to comply with this regulation will
result in the site being closed altogether.
Please read the following regulations and
observe them.
WAYNE BECKENHAM
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5.

Height limit 5000' above take-off.

6.

Distance 8 miles out except to the
south which is bounded by the
Shoalhaven River (see map)

7.

Altimeters are mandatory.

8.

Parachutes may be required on certain
days.

NSW CHAMPIONSHIPS
NSW STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS - ROUND 1
JUNE 12, 13, 14

Note
I arrived at the Hunter Valley on the
Thursday before the June long weekend, to
be greeted with cloudstreets and 10 knt ENE
breeze.
No glider on my car and Tangory
obviously pumping ...... I shot flying from
my mind and headed off to start organising
the first round of the NSW State Championship League .... what a truly dumb thing to
be doing .... why me?!

By signing this register I hereby agree to
abide by all the above regulations and waive
all liability against the Shoalhaven City
Council and Lands Department of NSW.

*

*
*

Take-off height 2225' AMSL
Wind direction SE
Severe thermal turbulance may be met

NOTE - ATTENTION IS DIRECTED TO THE FACT THAT
THE EXEMPTION GRANTED BY 'AIR NAVIGATION
ORDERS PART 95 SECTION 95.8 ISSUE 2' DOES
NOT CONFER ON AN OPERATOR OF A GLIDER TO
WHICH THIS SECTION APPLIES ANY RIGHTS AS
AGAINST THE OWNER OR OCCUPIER OF ANY LAND
ON OR OVER WHICH THE OPERATIONS ARE
CONDUCTED, OR PREJUDICE IN ANY WAY THE
RIGHTS AND REMEDIES WHICH A PERSON MAY
HAVE IN RESPECT OF ANY INJURY TO PERSONS
OR DAMAGE TO PROPERTY CAUSED DIRECTLY OR
INDIRECTLY BY THE GLIDER.
Local Fliers

Michael Mucha
044 216819
Wayne Beckenham 044 487511

Anyway Saturday morning rolled around
foggy and cold ... registration prelims taken
careof and 45 competitors hung on for the
climb to the top of the Glennies Creek site.
(2,000 MSL 3km ridge facing west).
A duration/pylon task was set and we sat
back and waited for some sun to break
through.
Gradually the cycles strengthened
to a booming 5 knot up slope drift and
things got underway with top seeded pilot
banny Scott going down to John Coby and
Robert Marsh, in the first of 15 three man
groups.
Things progressed smoothly with
most groups finishing as seeded with a few
exceptions . A visiting Wes Hill cleaned
up seventh seed Craig Worth who took a
third behind fellow Pacific Palms flyer
Mick (the Phantom) Walsh. We opted for
only one round to check scoring and pylon
accuracy and the wind obligingly came
over the back to reinforce the decision.
Sunday 13 - Task 2.
A pylon/duration task
got underway beneath a goffy overcast and
light westerly ... but with a 4 0 c lapse rate
thin~s looked promising should the sun
break through.
The light ridge lift made
pylon 1 easily achievable, so the course
was reversed. But unlike Saturday when
thermals allowed 8 pilots to complete the
course, only 2 pylons could be made and
once again, the groups finished much as
expected.
Illawarra pilots Coby and
Murdoch pipped their higher seeded
opponents and . the PP Phantom took a second
to Steve 'P'. Coby was proving the giant
killer by having beaten Danny Scott and
then Shane Duncan in a hotly disputed
decision.
The other upset occurred when
Steve Hagney (Camden-Haven) out missiled 3rd
seed, Russel Duncan.
With the cloud cover breaking in the SW,
competitors were rushed back up the 1,500'
hill in anticipation of improving conditions.

Contestants at NSW compo photo Wes Hill.
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Here I discovered the real joys of being
'Meathead', and was presented with the
problem of choosing a valid task under
uncertain conditions. Sunchine was bringinq
the sky alive with CU's, but the valley in
front stayed in shadow with only a slight
improvement in convective activity. The
clearing sky was approaching, but at an
agonising pace.

Tony Armstrong (the flying bulldog) and Ru ss
Duncan flew to the first pub at East Gresford
for the longest flights and Mick Walsh
ended up with the next best distance with 23
kms.
Heavy Kevy Magennis fulfilled his
threat and flew home and 'Mollo' followed
along to get a warm cuppa as well.
Powter
and Magney were also on the Lostock Road
with Dennis Cummings and Bruce Daniels
coming down nearer Gresford.
Seventeen
pilots were scattered around the Mirannie
Valley as conditions quickly weakened and
the rest through confusion, lack of
experience, or fear of crowds, landed on
the Glennies Creek side.

"HERE I DJS~OVERED THE REAL JOYS OF BEING
'MEETHEAD "
Ian Jarman briefing pilots.

Clive Gilmore and Nick Cohen screwing up
toward cloudbase and Danny Scott couldn ' t
get down .... chaos took over as I tried to
shuffle the second group to take-off, but
the strengthening thermals made moving
gliders difficult without wire men and the
cloudstreet forming above and downwind was
~xtremely distracting ..... my own flying
instincts took control ...... Open distance
XC, Open window .... I yelled .... and before
I could utter further information, at least
15 gliders charged off over the tope of me.
Within 10 minutes over 30 gliders had
launched and before ~ an hour had elapsed
since calling the task, the hill was denuded
and a 50 glider gaggle was swarming toward
beautiful clouds as the whole valley listed
off - it was a sight I'll not forget. As
I was the only flyer on the hill I madly
ran around borrowing equipment so I could
join them.

Photo:Wes Hill.

Wind dummies were sent off to either slowly
lose it or scratch away to the extreme
southern but sunny end of the ridge to work
tiny bubbles and maintain.
Pilots were getting edgy .... eyes constantly
turned towards streets in the southern sky ..
.. we wanted an XC task but conditions still
had not improved enough. I stalled. Hummed,
did up my laces, went for a leak, but with
2pm rolling by, it became obvious that I'd
have to start a task or be chewed to the
bone by a mad pack of over-psyched pilots.
I called a pylon course with open distance
(headwind) to Singleton after completing
qll pylons and the group of D Scott, Steve
Powter and Russ Duncan was called to the
launch.
Some confusion at take-off and an
eager Danny Scott launched prematurely as a
stronger cycle rushed through launch-end.
He was called back to land on top ... during
this confusion the whole valley had become
exposed to direct sunlight and heads were
following outstretched arms pointing out
wind dummies.

Missile at compo Photo Wes Hill.

So the first round finished with overnight
rain preventing access to the top on
Monday and scoring began.
The scores below are gained by ranking each
pilot for the tasks on performance and
field position, then totalling.
What will happen next? Will Heavy Kevy
lead this Newcastle domination? Will
this newcomer from Pacific Palms rise to
stardom and have his own TV show~ Is it
possible for the Cummings family to take
1st and 2nd ........ find out in the next
get-wrenching episode.

IAN JARMAN
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POSITIONS AFTER ROUND 1
PYLON
TASKS
SCORE
D
S
R
I
J
P
S

Cummings
Powter
Duncan
Cummings
Coby
Murdock
Hagney
K Magennis
S Duncan
H Numeyer
C McDonald
W Hill
P Mollison
R Stevens
M Walsh
D Scott
C Worth
B Daniels
D Delay
B White
B Poole
G Lucas
D Gordon
M Barnfield
C Brandon

2
2
7
2
2
2
7
7
7

RANK

XC
RANK

TOTAL

¥

4
6

4
6
7
10

~

7

%
3,4-

%

7
7
7

"
"
"

11

18

2
12
11

X

11

12
7

"

24
18
18
24
7

"

16

28

"

"

11

18

10
10
10
7
7
10

B Barnes

T
M
S
R
P
D

"
25
26
27
28
28
29
33

10

38

26

44

11

Armstrong
DNF/6
Delay
20
12
Short
Marsh
Thomas
Heffer
20
V Wallington
16
16
J Heymans
W Alley
DNF/l
B Walsh
16
P Morisson
R Christiaans
N Fleton
W Judd
C McMaugh
21
B Davidson
S Manchester
25
I Jarman
DNF/DNF
B Bareham
20
D Heapy
N E1edni
P Hough
25
DNF/10
J Scott
DNF/ 6
P Mathewson

14
14
17

7
26
3
10
10
5
26

PYLON
TASKS
SCORE

DNF - Did Not Fly - Scored as DNQ (15 pts)

The se t up area . Photo Wes Hi ll.
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XC
RANK

TOTAL

26
10
26

44
45
50
50

40
28
28
28
28

10
25
26
26
26

50
53
54
54
54

45
48
50
40

10
10
10
26

55
58
60
66

48
48
45

26
26
DNF

74
74

RANK
18
45
40
24

%

VHGA CONTACT SHEET
General correspondence:

V.H.I.A.

_B __
r:t

Training enquiries:

P.O. Box 400
Prahran, Vic 3181

Southern School of Hanq
Gliding 03-44-5557 -

Office bearers:

~(E WS

President-Dave Harding--03-699-6128
Secretary-Gavin Hill--03-277-7942
Treasurer-Fred Butcher-03-561- 6561
HGFA Coordinator--Craig Aitken-03-429-3001
Competition Director-Wesley Hill--03-277-7942
Safety Director-John Reynoldson--03-609-3051
Training Di rector-Rod Steele--03-44-5557 (BH)

General Meeting
The VHGA Annual General Meeting will be held
on Tuesday, 3 August at Bell's Hotel, cnr.
Moray and Coventry Sts, South Melbourne at
8.00 pm in conjunction with the Southern
Club meeting. Please corne along, as this
is your chance to give your view.
Nominations for the 1982/3 committee are
invited and should be lodged with the
Secretary, Gavin Hill.

Hang 2
J
N
M
P

Club Meetings
The Southern Hang Gliding Club hold their
meetings on the first Tuesday of each month
at Bell's Hotel.
If you like good food, a
good drink and a good laugh, then corne
along.
You may have a chance to win the
monthly dunny seat.

Oliver
Wasko
Osborne
Donovan

Hang 3
T Foreman

I
J
T
P

ANO Breaches - Controlled Airspace
The following motion was passed at the
recent VHGA Committee Meeting and is
brought to your attention:

Haigh
Arnor
Rhodes
Batchelor

Contragulations to all!

"Moti.on - Effective as of next Skysailor
publication, the VHGA's stated policy on
breaches of restricted airspace and
controlled airspace will be: Investigation s
of the incident; if found to be substantiated
the offender will be dropped a rating for a
minimum of six months.
Motion - Dave Harding
Seconded - Fred Butcher"

Theory questions can be tested at Southern
Hang Gliding Club meetings.
Marriages
The following pi16ts have "tied the knot"
cind may well have clipped in for the l ast
time:
Paul and Carole ~anner
Eddy and Mary Martland

You have been told .......... .
Ron Candy and Jane . ... .. are due to marry
this week and rumour has it that a 'Blue
Stratus' may be for sale . ...

Ratings
The following new ratings have been obtained:

We all offer our congratulations and best
wishes.

Hang 1

Report on Flying

P
F
H
I
A

Grey
Van Rooyen
Stansfield
Southwell
Beavis
K Houghton
T Ingamells

There has been no flying this winter ... . . .
GAVIN BOND
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LORNE

The speaker will be Alan Patching from
the Gliding Federation of Australia, plus
surprise speakers.
386 Bay Street, Brighton

When:

4 August, Wednesday

Time~

7.30 pm.

"\

(

SPION KOP.

After driving to Bells Beach we decided to head
for Teddy's Lookout on top of Lome as the wind
strength indicated that a coastal run could be
"on" further down the coast.

. THE.RMA.LlNG SEMINAR

Where:

KENNET RIVER

We wern't disappointed. Arriving half an hour
later at Teddy's the water was white capping
nicesly in the wind.
Besides myself and my mate, the dreaded Bondy,
were John Reynoldson, Craig Aitken, Roger Fox,
obbie Danaher and on or two others.

.

It was decided that the wind direction was too
far off towards the left to use the ultra-tight
"normal" take-off which is a jump and pray affair
with two steps available to reach flying speed.
We set up in a small clearing to the east of the
lookout.

R.C P.

Take-off was from a 450 slope and because of the
vegetation and the steepness of the slope it took
about two hours from the time we had decided to
set up, to the time we had actually got off the
ground.

Trophy
About August last year the VHGA decided
to establish "·The Roger Carr Perpetual
~rophy" for the best flight along the
west coast each calendar year.

The area we were flying over has some of the best
scenery available anywhere.
The Great Ocean Road is a tourist drive.
It meanders around a series of hills and ridges
averaging about 800 to 1000 feet in height
that fall into the sea. There are numerous inletts,
beaches and rivers to add interest to the area.

For those people who have not heard of
Roger Carr, he is the owner of Spion Kop
(one of the best flying sites on the
west coast) and he has helped a great
deal in keeping Spion open to us by bulldozing the road to enable us to drive to
the top and giving us access at any time
without the need to seek his permission
to · fly there.

It was the first time I had flown here and I
could only relate it to a flight off Stanwell
Park in Sydney two years earlier.
However, whilst the air was colder the scenery
was even more beautiful than Stanwell

Now the requirement to enter for the RCP
Trophy is to send to PO Box 400, Prahran
3141, a written account of your flight
anywhere on the west coast, with details
of wind direction, kite, fellow flyers
etc, and a small diagram of area flown,
and the VHGA Committee at the start of
January will pick 'what it considers to
be the best flight for the RCP Trophy.
It
w.ill be presented to the winner at the
Southern Hang Gliding Club meeting in
February.

All of us had soon reached about 1000 feet above
take-off and we ambled our way down to Kennet
River.
Graig Aitken's EF6 seemed to be the consistently
highest kite but at this stage there wasn't much
difference in the relative performances of the
kites.
We arrived at Kennett River about one hour
after take off.
The cold air· claimed a couple of people here
with Roger regretting taking off in shorts and
a tee shirt. Bondy, also dropped out.

Please note that if a learner submits an
account of his first flight along the
west coast and advises us of how long he
has been flying, he could win the RCP
Trophy.
So it is open to anyone.

At Kennett there appeared to be a change in
direction as the wind shifted 15 or 70 degrees
to the rigliIt.
Myself, Reyno and ~aig Aitken began flying ha~k
towards Lorne.

Please forward your entry in for this year.
To be eligible, you have till December,
but send it in while you remember the
details.

Although I was impressed with the beauty of the
coastline after an hour or so I was bored, hungry
andcold but mostly hungry. I was looking forward to
a nice greasy hamburger with the lot, when
arriving back at Lorne.

The following article is the 1981 winner
of the RCP Trophy, Michael Coburn.
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Two trail bike riders stopped and gave me a wave as
I inched slowly past only a few feet above them.

Halfway across one of the biggest breakes in the
ridge, I think it was the Wye River, I or my
stomach decided that speed was in order here.

I hopped across to the next hill at about the
same height and after some time headed down
the hill towards Moggs Creek, crossing the road
and flying the last few yards among the sand
dunes now my destination.

I found the speed of my Swift was still satisfying
to me then and I gleefully pulled the bar towards
me and left my two companions to starve.
About 1000 feet above the ridge the cloud
had built up with mostly clear skies out to sea
and thick cloud stretching from just above the
ridge towards the inland.

My feet whichwere not protected by my harness
were numb with the cold and the wind had picked
up a few knots in speed and I looked back up the
Coast towards Lorne with satisfaction, contemplating the miles I had covered.

It was an unusual experience for me to be alone and
be going to cloud base with the bar stuffed in, in
a straight line and with none of the usual bumps,
associated with inland flying.

Peter Wright arrived with a bag full of dim sims
and I finally got the chance to eat something.
The flight had taken somewhere between 2 and 3
hours.
Michael Coburn.

The cloud seemed to form a ridge of its own and even
though I was flying fairly fast I was not slightly
below the cloud or even level with its base but
rather I was looking down and across at it.
I flew through small wispy white-grey seleftions
of cloud that blew in across the sea to join up
with the mass past my left wing-tip.

SKYSAILOR

I though it was quite a bit different to both dune
flying at Portsea and thermalling at Buffalo. For
me the flight had some unique aspects.

B8CK ISSUES

Reaching eddy's I was struck with the though ot
being around the corner over Lorne and trying
to reach Spion Kop.

Januar...,l
February

I thought my chances of crossing Lorne wern't
good as I was under 1000 feet above Mt Defiant.
When I was actually flying over the town I consoled myself with the thought that the whole
main street was full of take aw·ay food shops and
pups and if I failed at least I could eat.

~1arch

April
~1ay

The prosepct of food semmed imminent when I was
still a good distance from the ridge on the
Anglesea side of Lorne and with a height of only
400 feet.

June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Cursing my vario seemed to produce r esults as the
need miraculously centere itself on zero sink.
Once I had reached the ridge I once again sped
up and reached c l oudbase within a couple of miles:

1980
lots
heaps ~
NONE
a few
a few
heaps~

lots
NONE
lots
a few
NONE
NONE

~®~
per issue,
including postage
1981
NONE
NONE
NO~IE

NONE
NONE
lots
lots
lots
lots
lots
lots
lots

Pl us a few September '75, April '76
Send orders to :

Between Lorne and Eastern View only a few houses
enjoy the spectacular scenery and the beaches
invisible from the road.

THE ADMINISTRATOR,
14 BALCor~BE ROAD,
MENTONE,3194.

Reaching Eastern View I realized that making it
to Spion would not be easy or at least would
take some time . I would be fluing across the gaps
between the View and the intemediate two hills,
and between the hills and Spion's landing area
Mogg's Creek, with a 20 knot wind 45 0 degreeR
plus off towards the left, or, in other words, I'd
be flying with a large head wind compenent.
I quickley lost 1000 feet crossing from Eastern
View to the first of the two hills.
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1982
a few
NONE
heaps ~
some
some
some

THE WA CROSS COUNTRY LEAGUE
Now for some good news - FREE!

HGAWA

WA is to have its first Hang Gliding
competition for over 3 years.
It will be
based on the recent Aust. XC League
Competition which was a great success in
promoting distance flying in Australia.
The task will be to clock up the longest
accumulated straight line distance on your
best 8 flights during the period August 1,
1982 and May 31, 1983. There is no limit
on the number of flights you may submit
during this period.
All flights must
originate from WA and is restricted to
foot launched (or tow launched) non-powered
hang gliders.

The appointed Executive Committee for 1982/83
of the Hang Gliders Association of Western
Australia (Inc) is as follows:

Flight documentation shall consist of:

PETER HOWLETT

PRESIDENT
21 Dunbarton Crescent,
Mt. Lawley.
Telephone: 272 1657

1.

Date of flight.

2.

VICE PRESIDENT
5/23 Villiers St.,
Mt. Yokine.
Telephone: 344 2431

6 figure map reference from Nat map
1;250,000, Topo maps of take-off and
landing points plus a general
description of these areas.

3.

SECRETARY
107 Lissadell Street,
Floreat Park.
Telephone: 387 5118

Your estimate of the distance flown
(official distances shall be measured
by myself from the above map) .

4.

Name, address and phone number of
yourself and at least on e take-off
and landing witness.

RAY CHATFIELD

TREASURER
4 Arcadia Place,
Shoalwater.
Telephone: 095 272682

Flight documents must be posted within 10
days of the flight being made to be eligib le
for consid<e ra tion.

LINDSAY HALL

SAFETY COORDINATOR
TRAINING COORDINATOR
HGFA REPRESENTATIVE
29 Gt. Eastern Highway,
Sth. Guildford.
Telephone: 277 9841

Entry to this competition is free and you
will be considered entered upon receipt of
your first flight document.
Pending HGAWA
approval, a trophy will be awarded to the
winner, plus medalions for 1st, 2nd , & 3rd
place getters.

VIV SCOTFORD

LIBRARIAN
87 Welwyn Avenue,
Salters Point.

'r he accumulated distance of your. best 3
flights as at November 14, will be used to
determine the team to represent WA at the
Aust. Nationals for the 82/83 season.

STEVE EDWARDS

EDITOR
3 Fry Street,
Mt. Pleasant.
Telephone: 364 4203

GREG MALONEY

COMPETITIONS ORGANISER
41 Clydesdale Street,
Como.
Telephone: 450 3596

BOB RUSSELL-BROWN

HELEN TURNER

RUSSELL HOUSE

MIKE FARREN

The duration of this competition will enable
you to enter flights during the record
breaking spring and autumn flying seasons in
WA's North West, along with flights around
Perth and perhaps interstate flights from
Eucla.
There is no cost to enter this competition,
so you have no excuse for not doing so.
Send entries to:

31 Princess Road,
Doubleview.
Telephone: 446 1303

WA XC League
c/- HGAWA
331 Vahland Avenue
WILLETON
WA
6155

80 Ypres Road,
Kelmscott.
Telephone: 390 7948

Good Luck!
RAY CHATFIELD.
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NOTE
The North Queensland Hang Gliding
Championships are to take place at
EUNGELLA again this year - the dates are
October 15 , 16,17 . Eungella is 80K inland
from Mackay.
The rating is H4 , also
competitors must have a Parachute and
Altimeter . For more information contact
Graham Etherton on W/ - ( 077) 732499 or H/(077) 751224.
The entry fee and trophys
will be notified in next Skysailor.
Accommodation will be available at The
Chalet - cost $15 single and $20 double.
If you wish to book ahead, phone The
Chalet on Dallrimple Heights 9. Hope to
see you there.

Queensland News

QUEENSLAND HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION

In conjunction with Eungella, we will be
starting the Qld Cross Country League.
Thi~
will run from 15 October 1982 to 1 April
1983. The League is open to all flyers
and consists of two classes. Class A - H4
and 5. Class B - H3 and all other pilots.

Owing to personal committments Murice and
Paul Carroll are no longer able to carryon
in the positions of State Co-ordinator and
Secretary, however Murice will still hold
the position of Treasurer. We wish to thank
them for their fine work in these positions
and wish them every success in their new
home and in the future.

Pilots may submit as many cross country
flights as they wish. The competition will
be judged on the average distance of their
best 12 flights.
Flights may be entered
for forward as well as over the back from
your take-off point.

Your new State Co-ordinator is Ted McAllan
and Secretary is Heather McAllan. By way
of introduc tion Ted is the President of the
Nobby Club and Heather' is the Treasurer of
Nobby Club. Ted has been flying for some
four years and is rated H4. The address
for QHGA will stay the same - PO Box 212
Morningside, 4170. Phone number will now
be 07 395 5892.

Requirements: Two signatures and
addresses of landing witnesses of each XC
flight, date of flight, distance flown and
general description of landing location.
Send your entries and fees to QHGA, PO Box
212, Morningside, 4170.
The League is
restricted to foot-launched, non-powered
hang gliders only. Prizes to be notified
in future Skysailor.

We have a lot of requests from fl yers
travelling in Queensland for information
on other clubs and just who to phone in
other areas. We found ourselves travelling
two years ago, how difficult it can be to
find sites out of our own area. ~'lith this
in mind, we would request all Clubs in Qld
to contact us, also if you don't have a club
in your area, flyers could just send us a
contact point so we can compile a register
for Qld .

HEATHER McALLAN
Secretary QHGA.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
To all flyers using Tamborine Mountain.

We also want to 'know what is happening in
your area, eg o Are there any new sites
underway! Who is holding competitions and
names of place getters so we can send this
information to Skysailor - and any other
information that we can include in Skysailor
on a
Qld level. So come on you guys and
put pen to paper and let us know what is
going on in your area.

I have been contacted by the Transport Dept
re an incident involving a group of Hang
Glider pilots and a light aircraft on the
weekend of 26 / 27 June.
It seems that the light aircraft pilot
entered a flight plan and stuck to it to
t~e nth degree.
This irvolved him flying
dlrectly below two hang gliders and above
approximately 8 others.
We have had air traffic through there every
weekend with no complaints, but this guy
protested long and loudly.
So watch it
flyers, if you wish to retain our most
popular western site - abide by the DOT
rules and regulations.

SAFETY OFFICERS
All Queensland Safety Officers please contact
your association secretary.

TED McALLAN
State Co-Ord.
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QHGA

NOBBY NOTES

was a perfect weekend, the Nobby had done
itself proud. Pity it only happens once a
year though.

The Nobby Club now has a new T-shirt design.
The new design was chosen at the May meeting
from the dozen or so entries that were
submitted. The winner was Ken Detz, he will
receive a free T-shirt once they have been
printed. Most members can't wait until the
new T-shirts are available.

That evening the club committee wnet to the
landowner's homestead and presented Mr
Ramsay and his two sons with gifts to show
our appreciation and thanks for their help
in repairing the road at our recent working
Bee. Most realize that without their help,
the necessary work on the road would have
taken a lot longer to complete.

The flying in SE Qld has been very good
lately, and evp.n though winter is still upon
us, we are still getting SE winds. This is
totally out of season, but no-one is
complaining.

For those who are interested, the fibreglass instrument cowlings are still
available from the Club. They are selling
for $21 each and if anyone would like to
order one, ring Hank on 2006194 (07).

I would say that the first weekend in June
will stay in the memories of most of the
members as being a very special two days.
The first Saturday of winter brought with
it a moderate SSE wind, making the Nobby
very ridge soarable and most members
enjoyed long soaring flights.
There was
some good thermal activity present and a
few managed to XC. Mike Zupanc flying a
Swift, after gaining a good bit of height,
headed out in front of the hill and ended
up 2 kms past the Glamorganvale Pub for a
distance of 6 kms.
Meanwhile, Col Hooker
and myself went over the back. Col went to
Patrick Estate for 10 kms.
I landed near
the town of Coorinya for a distance of 15
kms.
Meanwhile back at the Nobby, the late
afternoon brought with it super smooth lift
and gliders were seen floating over the
hill until sunset.
It was a tired but
happy bunch of flyers at the Pub that night.
But the best was yet to corne.

With winter upon us, our westerly site
"Tamborine Mt" will be once again in season
and I'd just like to make a note about
top landings there. The landowner who owns
the property directly behind the takeoff
has graciously allowed us to use the grassy
paddock that is right behind launch to land
in. He is very happy with this set up and
it seems as though he will continue to let
us land there.
In previous seasons, we
were allowed to land in the paddocks behind
the first one, but this is no longer the
case as those paddocks have now been plowed
and crops planted in them.
THERE IS TO BE
NO LANDINGS IN THESE PADDOCKS.
If the
landowner sees us landing in these paddocks
rather than the first one, he may no longer
allow us to land in his fields at all.

The SE wind stayed overnight and will still
blowing in the Sunday. People started
arriving at the hill early as it was
obvious that the day would be at least as
good as the previous one. The sky was a
little overdeveloped, not that much sun
about, but there was some dark clouds about
and cloud suck was occuring.
This, plus the
strong ridge lift, made it almost impossible
not to get up.
Pilots were flying up to a
mile in front of the hill and then returning,
while others were content to sky-out above
takeoff.

This privilege to top land so close to
launch is too precious to lose, as it
negates the need for a driver (on a good
day) and enables you to have a number of
flights in the day without having to pack
up each time.
I know the field itself has a lot to be
desired with large tree stumps present in
it, a barbwire fence at the rear of it,
power lines at the front and with rotor
and sink as well. But with a well set up
approach and good conditions, a safe landing
can be done.
If you feel the paddock is too small and too
hard to get into don't be tempted by these
big brown paddocks just behind it. You 'll
blow it for everyone if you land in them.
Continue landing at the bottom till you
have gained more experience or until a
better day. That way you 'll keep all happy.

Once again XC flights were achieved.
Col
Hooker and I found ourselves climbing
rapidly in strong lift under a cloud. We
were quickly joined by Steve Lys and Mike
Zupanc and the four of us went over the back
together in a tight gaggle, hooting and
yelling to each other as we circled in the
strongest section of lift.
For Mike and
Steve, it was their first time over the back
and they both performed excellently. Steve
flew 10 km and Mike went for 11 kms. Col
ended up at Atkinsons Darn for a distance of
16 kms and I landed just over 10 kms past
the darn for a distance of 26 kms.

Safe soaring,
SCOTT TUCKER
Secretary NASSA

For those still left on the hill, they were
once again treated to some more silky smooth
ridge lift in the afternoon.
All in all, it
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The first hurdle was to define the range
of people to whom the brochure is aiming.
It was decided that the people who turn up
at sites to observe hang gliding (eg. onlookers, wuffo's and the general public),
as well as interested people at public
displays etc, should be the main people at
which the information is aiming. Thus we
asked ourselves what types of questions do
the average observer ask our hang gliding
fraternity.
About 25 questions were
formulated in the form of the 'observers
question' and the 'hang glider pilot's
answer'. Questions ranged from:

ACT
Bang gliding
Association
ACTHGA COMMITTEE
Jeff Cotter
- President (062) 314794
Brett Freebody - Secretary/Treasurer
(062) 957434
Tim Webb
- HGFA Rep (062) 365123
Des Blackwell - Public Officer
(062) 416042
John Hayman
- (062) 316292
Mark Young
- (062 515015

Q.

Do you have any control over your
glider!

A.

Yes, the pilot shifts his or her
weight to control the glider (eg shift
weight to the right and the glider
will turn right, and shift weight
forward and the glider will speed up) .

and
Q.

How much do hang gliders cost!

A.

Too much (Only Joking) !

This section will comprise the main body of
the brochure while a brief history and also
a diagram of the controling hang gliding
bodies in Australia.
The distribution of the brochure will be
left up to the state associations and if
everyone pitches in and helps with the
distribution maybe, just maybe, the
general public will see that most of us
are sane, normal people and not mad idiots.
If you think this brochure idea sounds
stupid, just think that the more public
support we get, the quicker we will get
thos airspace concessions which we require
so urgently.

THANKS HGFA
The ACTHGA would just like this
opportunity to thank the past executive
mf the HGFA. You have done a tremendous
job and have fought hard to get those new
airspace concessions which now look like
being a reality.
Special thanks should
go to Marsha as our Association has
requested her experienced advice on several
issues over the past year (eq Submission) .
The Hang Gliding fraternity of Aust. is so
lucky to have people who are prepared to
put hundreds of hours into their duties.
Thank you very much for your support.
So Craig, Wes, Robert and Peter, we wish
you all the success in the new year and
hope everything runs smoothly.

THE CCAE HANG GLIDING CLUB

HGFA PUBLIC RELATIONS BROCHURE

The Canberra College of Advanced Education
has recently formed a Hang Gliding Club
and I think they present a membership of
about 15 - 20 people.
Great enthusiasm has
been shown by the newly formed club members
at the last few training days.
Tim Webb
has been responsible for the main body of
coaching and a couple of members have also
gone to speak to the club at their first
two meetings. Films were also shown and
much appreciated.

~t the annual convention it was decided
that an information brochure should be
produced as a form of boosting public
relations around the country. Some
members of the ACTHGA have formulated some
ideas and a draft copy of our ideas will
be sent to HGFA for further advice and
consideration. Some of the suggested
ideas are explained as follows.
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POOR FLYING
There has not been much happening in the
flying scene lately. One reason is the
cold Canberra weather conditions and the
other is a problem with one of the site
property owners. Max, being the ACT site
co-ordinator, has said he will attempt to
rectify the situation as soon as possible.
More news will be given in next month's
issue.
BRETT FREEBODY

HANG GLIDING BY COMPUTER
Have you ever found y ourself trying to
explain various aspects of hang glider
performance to a beginner, or struggling to
describe how LID varies with airspeed, the
basic principles of ridge soaring,
penetration, crab angles, the effect of lift
and sink on glide angle, top landing, tail
wind landings, etc. etc.?
After helping to organize a recent seminar
aimed at the new pilots in the Club, I
decided that it might be helpful to have a
better method of demonstrating some of the
aspects mentioned above to the newcomers of
hang gliding.
The more graphic the demo,
the more it would be likely to stick.
Since
actual experience of the intermediate and
advanced levels of flying is not available
to the beginner, I thought that a computer
simulation might be the next best thing.
After a couple of weeks of fiddling and
testing, I managed to put together a
programme on my home system which demonstrates
all of the above and more.
The programme has two modes of operation .
First is a display of all the main
performance characteristics of a glider.
The computer has polar p lots of three
different types of glider stored in its
working memory: an 80 0 nose-angle "standard",
a wide nose-angle roach tipped single
surface glider and a 70% double surface
design.
The operator can select the glider
and can move the "control bar" in and out via
the computer keyboard. The screen then
d~splays the selected glider's airspeed,
slnk rate and glide angle with respect to the
air and to the ground.
The operator can
also key in any amount of headwind, lift or
sink and can vary the pilot weight and even
air temperature and altitude and whether the
pilot is hanging or prone. The programme
automatically calculates and displays the
e~fects of each of these items on airspeed,
slnk rate and glide angle. Fairly subtle
effects can be demonstrated by the programme,
ego the best speed to fly for glide angle
over the ground for various amounts of
headwind/tailwind of lift/sink (not the same
as best glide through the air) or the
i ncrease in stall speed with altitude (or,
more correctl y , decreasing air density).
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Comparing performance of the different glider
types is also quite interesting, particularly
the good high speed performance of the
double surface type versus the older types.
The second mode produced by the programme
is a graphics simulation of a ridge soaring
situation.
The screen displays a 200' ridge
as shown in the diagram. The position of
the glider is shown by a spot of light on the
screen (it was either that or a Space
Invader!).
As in the first mode, the
operator keys in the type of glider, wind
strength, pilot weight, hang or prone etc.
The programme calculates the airflow at 2000
points around the ridge and launches the
glider.
The operator can "pull" the bar in
or "push" out and turn at any angle to crab
across the wind. The programme calculates
the position of the glider according to all
these parameters and moves the "glider"
accordingly . Once accustomed to flying the
computer glider, it is fairly easy to top
land provided the "wind" is strong enough.
This function of the programme is ideal for
demonstrating the basic principles of ridge
soaring to beginners not used to the concept.
But again, some fairly subtle effects can be
demonstrated : how much room is required for
a 360 in a given amount of wind, how a
heavily loaded glider will get higher on the
ridge in strong winds while the reverse
applies in light conditions. Again, it is
easy to demonstrate how much better
performance the modern gliders have by trying
t<;> soar the electronic ridge in marginal
~lft.
(To fly the "standard", simply key
ln a gale) .

Besides all the benefits as a training aid,
i t is quite good fun to zip up and down the
video ridge.
(The only thing left to do is
to figure out how to programme in some
Space Invaders or Galaxians).
If anyone owns a TRS-80 with at least 16k

RAM and is interested in obtaining a copy
of the glider programme, give me a calIon
(062) 314794 (home).
The programme is in
-machine language so, if you send me a
tape, I can produce a taped copy.
JEFF COTTER

Ridge soaring mode. "Glider" is at take off
position. Note absence of Space Invaders.
AIR
AIRSPEED : 15 MPH
SINK RATE:-250 FPM
GLIDE ANGLE: 5 . 2
GLIDER TYPE

GROUND
FOR'D
SPEED
6.5 4
SINK :-350
GLIDE : 1.6

SIDE
5.1

SINGLE SURFACE

PILOT WEIGHT :133 LBS
PILar POSITION:PRONE
WING LOADING
1.1
15
TEMPERTURE
ALTITUDE
0

WINDSPEED
LIFT/SINK
BAR POS'N
TURN ANGLE:

10
-100

STALL
20

0

Example of display for a single surface
type glider just before stall, crabbing 20 0
across wind in 100 FPM sink. Any of the above
parameters can be varied.

CLOUDBftSE

*This offer only
available ill thE

__________________

~POSTCODE__

SURFRACER
EVEREST
Lens Type : Pc. M rrror • Cruvdrra Exrreme ,Polarisarion
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10.

11.

Bill Temby
Box 2391 GPO
ADELAIDE
SA
Ph. 270 2032

Alan Wood
16 Greenway Drive
SURREY DOWNS SA 5126
Ph. 251 1746

3.

Phil Flentje
4 Pridmore Road
GLEN OSMOND SA
Ph. 79 3417

4.

5.

Kym Stancliffe
5/8 Lenox Street
CAMPBELLTOWN SA

5158

Chris Cowley
116 New West Road
PT LINCOLN SA 5606
Ph. 086 82 1187

13.

Dermot Meaney

14.

Ross Wilkinson
9 Thorpe St
TORRENS PARK SA
Ph. 272 1585

15.

Peter Riches
13 Chartwell Cres
PARALOWIE SA 5108

19.

Rob Woodward
20 Milham St
OAKLANDS PARK

SA

5046

21.

Brian Reid
1/11 Elalemein St
PT LINCOLN SA 5606

22.

Don Murchison
Leechfield, Wanilla
via PT LINCOLN SA 5602

23.

Steven Blenkinsop
1 First Street
GLADSTONE SA 5473

33.

Bill Thorneywork
9 Highland Avenue
TORRENS PARK VIC

5001

2.

Peter Salewski
5 Warakila Road
SHEIDOW PARK SA

5162

12.

CURRENT SAHGA SAFETY OFF I CERS

1.

Gary Fimeri
22 Golflands View
MORPHETT VALE SA
Ph. 384 5742

5062

If your name is not in the above list, don't
bother signing off Rating Oral Exams as
they will not be accepted.

Rob Davis
17 Hea ther Road
HAPPY VALLEY SA
Ph. 381 8679

Coastal Run

6.

Dave Wearing-Smith
21/180 Seaview Road
HENLEY BEACH SOUTH SA
Ph. 353 3333

7.

Phil Sjostrom
PO Box 53
MELROSE SA 5483

8.

Andy Mower
16 Davenport Terrace
SEACLIFF PARK SA 5049
Ph. 298 7837

9.

Larry Jones
c/- Cloudbase
499 Crown Street
SURRY HILLS NSVl

The coast run from Cape Jervis to
is strictly H4 only.
The
wlndsock should be re-erected within a few
weeks.
The official requirements for this
run are:
N~rmanville

ETA at Rapid Bay 2 hours before sunset,
Min. 2 pilots to do the run,
CB radio, flares and life jacket to
be carried.
If you don't want your glider to join a
certain Bandit at the bottom of Rapid Bay,
it would be wise to seek advice from
someone who has done the run before you
attempt it.
R WILKINSON
HGFA CO-ORD

2010
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Every month dozens of SA pilots sit beside
their mailboxes waiting for SKYSAILOR to
turn up. When it arrives they tear out
the Terry Tipstall article to read and throw
the rest in the rubbish bin.
If there is
no Tipstall column, they fly into a rage and
suggest various things that could be done to
certain editors. Much of these articles you
won't understand without knowing the people
they are written about.

S.A.H.G.A.
Meetings
now held 1st Tuesday
every month in the
rear lounge
Tonsley Park Hotel
South Road
Tonsley Park
(Just down from
Mitsubishi)
. Start 7.30
All Welcome/Bar Facilities
~1onthly

croweaters' corner
1982 EXECUTIVE

The departure of Detrimental Meaningless
from the shores of this country has saddened
many a heart. Detriment has gone to the
USA to check out the Owens Valley, in
particular the landing areas.
Very sorely missed will be Detriment's !.letter
opening service. He devised this scheme
shortly before leaving. For a small fee, he
would open and read SAHGA members letters
to save them the hassle of doing it
themselves. He described the idea as 'a
steaming success'. There was one small
problem however - due to the amount of
business he was getting, he was forced to
move out of his rented premises shortly
before leaving for the States. SAHGA
pilots wish Detriment all the success he
deserves in USA.
Tony Gordon has again made a name for
himself by landing in Rapid Bay. The
accident occured while Gorden was interviewing himself while flying along the
coast run.
Gordon's microphone cable
became entangled in his wires causing him
to lose control and plummet into the water.
The tape of the interview was washed up
onto the beach and here is a ~ection of the
transcripts:
TG.
TG.
TG.

'How are we going now Tony'
'Very well Tony, Rapid Bay is in sight'
'I believe you won the State Comps.
recently Tony' ·
'Yes, er, almost, well to be honest, I
TG.
didn't actually enter, but I would have
won'
TG.
'We s~em to be losing altitude rapidly'
TG.
'Nothlng to worry about Tony, we are
only 2 kms from the beach'
TG.
'What kind of fish is that Tony the
one swimming near the kingpost"
Fortunately for Gordon (less fortunately
for SAHGA) he was able to free himself fro~
the wreckage and swim ashore.
~or those of you who have not heard, Mr
Dag Ravers has decided to abandon hang
gliding. He has chosen to take up sailing
as a pastime.
Rumour has it that he fell
off his boat recently when trying to anchor
it, so it appears that he has much to learn.
Terry would like to wish Dag all the best
in his new venture.

TERRY TIPSTALL
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President:

Gary Fimeri,
22 Golflands View,
Morphett Vale, 5162.
3845742(H) 3827777(W)

Vice-President:

Justin Fould~,
4 Fenchurch Road,
Aldgate, 5154.
3393807(H) 516535(W)

Secretary:

Andy Watson,
6/36 William Street,
Clarence Park, 5034.
2931903(H) 2943877(W)

Treasurer:

J. Mell owshi p,
15 ~1orning Glory Avenue,
O'Halloran Hill, 5158.
3812073(H) 2161230(W)

H.G.F.A.
Co-ordinator:

R. Wilkinson,
9 Thorpe Street,
Torrens Park, 5062.
2721585(H) 2250111(W)
(ext.5960) free call

Training:

D. Cameron,
95 Myrtl e Road,
Seacl iff.
2966516(H)

Safety Director:
Public Relations:

Rob Davis,
17 Heather Road,
Happy Valley, 5159.
3818679(H)

Committee Member:

John Ash,
12 Nunyara Crescent,
Belair, 5052.
2786162(H) 2256647(W)

Library:

Alan Wood,
16 Greenway Drive,
Surrey Downs, 5126.
2511746(H)

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

Two weeks previously when I first got my
instruments, a more experienced pilot than
I, suggested that I put a safety cord onto
them.
Pity I didn't listen .
It would only
have taken a minute to tie a shoelace from
the instruments to a nearby wire .
My advice is, "learn to heed advice" .
If I may continue on a different track.
It
seems to me that a lot of hang gliding
pilots are ei th er very impatient or else
great gamblers with their lives and personal
safety. Of course, the majority of us are
enthusiasts and spend Monday to Friday
thinking about Saturday and Sunday. Often
we go to our local hill or take a long drive
off to somewhere else to fly.

Dear Editor

The weather, being fickle, doesn't always
listen to the forecast, and doesn't know
what it is supposed to do, so it plays up.
Meanwhile gilder pilots grow more and more
impatient and start psyching themselves to
play the gambling game.

I would just like to address this letter
to all my fellow pilots. Recently I
turned up early one morning at Rosin's
Lookout, an inland H3 site at Beechmont
near the Gold Coast.
The wind was pumping
in and promising to reward me with a great
day of flying.
I quickly set up and proudly
attached my new set of instruments (a
console containing vario/altimeter/compass)
~hich I only recently acquired and used
twice before.

When the weather is perfect, it is rare to
see accidents, just good happy flying.
But when the weather is poor, hang
glider pilots seem to display the type of
insanity that the majority of people
credit us with! They try to take off,
tail-wind, cross-wind and through rotors
or into a virtual gale.
Just because
you've sat on a hill for 6 hours doesn't
give you a better chance, nor excuse, for
taking off in poor conditions.

I took off smoothly into strong lift and
was so ecstatic (my vario was showing a good
250-300 ft/min) that I thought I would do a
few tight wing-overs.
First left, then a
tight right-hander. All of a sudden there
was a crunch and a clutter. I reached down
a second too late to see my instruments,
(my pride) take a long fall 1,100 ft. into
jungle below.

Is it really worth a 5 minute sleigh-ride
to the bottom? I've personally witnessed
more accidents and near accidents due to
poor conditions that I'd like to see for
the rest of my flying days.

The Editor
SKYSAILOR

Circling like a hawk I pinpointed the exact
spot they went down, then I top landed, left
my glider for my ground crew to pack away
(my loving girlfr~end Kathy, thanks honey),
and went off to search for what might be
left of my instruments.
Two hours later I emerged, cuts and bruises
allover me, the end result of dense
lantana growth on a very steep face.
At
one stage I'm sure I could hear the vario
bleeping wildly (if faintly), but I had no
success.

You can't fly too well in a wheel-chair.
Show a bit of "COMMON SENSE" and fly when
it's good and have lots of safe, happy
flying times.
Don't even contemplate
flying in poor conditions. Apart from
risk to yourself and your glider, remember
accidents give the sport a bad reputation
for all of us. It isn't always easy for
safety officers to be firm, but that is
their responsibility and it is each
individuals' responsibility to respect
their life, the sport and the elements .
If it's not on, be firm with yourself and
go home and com back another day to fly.
Fly High.
JERRY FURNELL

A second flight to re-pinpoint the location
proved pointless and my second search only
rewarded me with more cuts and bruises.
The end result was (1) a lost set of
instruments (2) a great thermal/soaring day
Lost and (3) more cuts and bruises than you
would believe possible.

PS.

Reward of $100 for anyone finding
instruments (somewhere near power
line to right of take-off, about
150m dowii-)-.!

2J
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Dear Editor

Dear Editor

Congratulations, the magazine gets better
every year.

Scientology was outlawed in Victoria for
many years.
The Government presumably felt
that the public should be shielded from
such blatant entrepreneurial crackpottery.
Notwithstanding .that, this "Ban-it-if-youdon't-like-it" attitude is deplorable
insomuch that applied to hang gliding, this
magazine would not appear, the erstwhile
followers o£ the highly successful and very
rich L Ron Hubbard make it incredibly
difficult not to think of "Dianetics" and
"Padded Cells" as synonomous.
Scientologist:
with their misleading advertisements,
platitudes and dubious "scientific" methods
of personality measurement and evaluation
(the E meter?) scarcely advance their
credibility_

I have just received February and March
issues and have enjoyed reading about
the Buffalo meets and Rob de Groot's great
flight.
As the flying must be petering
off a little downunder, I thought that you
might need something to print, so I have
enclosed some copies of articles I sent to
US Hang Gliding on some cross-country
flights we did here in Canada a few weeks
ago.
The highlight of course was my XC
flight of 142 miles on April 23. Since I
wrote these articles, we have had
continued good flights and last weekend had
six 100 mile flights.

So too, our resident Hubbardist. He
complains that his credibility is being
attacked, not the evidence.
In the same
breath, he destroys his credibility by
quoting one of the most favour charlatans
of the last two decades.

I look forward to my next trip to Aust.
and flying at Buffalo again.
WILLI MULLER
MULLER KITES LTD
Box 4063,
Postal Station 'C'
Calgary, Alberta
Shop: 3443-12th St NE
PS:

This inventor of the shock-absorber-equipped
off-road hang glider, the flying roll-cage
and the inertia-reel child retainer should
perhaps advance some evidence in preference
to complaining of being hard-done-by.

I just received membership cards for
myself and wife Vincene for 1982.
I
had my sticker in my envelope but
Vincene did~'t - if we come out this
year - will she be able to get on.e?

For my part, I suggest that Mr S should
actually try an upwind and downwind turn at
reasonable altitude (your usual training
slope won't do).
Perhaps then he may
understand why t.hermal pilots don't spend
all their time making corrections in those
continuous 360's in wind
or maybe we're
all stalling and don't know it?

(Thanks for the stories, you will find them printed
in this issue. For the sticker, drop the HGFA a line
when, or just before you arrive and it can be sorted
out. Ed)

WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM MY FRIENDS
Of course, Mr S may be so sensitive as to
note Coriolis effects ..... .

Though late in replying, many thanks go
to Paul Kelly for helping me all out to
get into soaring flight safety and also
helping me to finally get my H2.
Also the
pilot from Warrnambool who helped me.
And also to Peter Clarke for assisting me
in the wheels sector of my flying.
I also
hope I've helped Peter to his Hang 1 and
rekindled his interest in this sport/flying.

But then, I doubt that S will find the time
to go out and fly.
It seems that some ACT
pilots are too busy attempting petty coups
to bother with the peripheral business of
actually committing aviation.
E FALCON

Another reason why I love this activity where else does anyone help anyon~ else
these days.
I'm certain that helping other
pilots can only strengthen the over-all
safety, pleasure and sharing within
hang gliding communities.
NICK WASKO
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SAFETY TIP

Dear Editor,

A small tip to remember which should keep you
attached to your glider while in flight.

Please find enclosed some information on
the hang gliding site at Cambewarra
Mountain.
Recently we have had some
visitors to the site who have not contacted
the Navy Air Station before flying and
also failed to abide by the regulations
pertaining to the site. We are privileged
to be able to use this site inside
restricted area (R437) and we don't want
the Navy closing it down.
If you could
include the information enclosed in our
next Skysailor, I feel it could be an
advantage to those I refer to above.

Your harness is part of your glider and therefore
should remain with the glider. The harness
should not be worn on you while you are walking
around as it is so easy to pick up your glider
and take-off without hooking in. The Americans
have proved this time and time again and we have
even had one pllot not hooking in at Mt Maunganui
and ending up in some pine trees.
Geoff Christophers
Wellington Safety Officer

Keep up the great work.

Reprint from Airborn, June 1982.

Yours faithfully,
Wayne Beckenham 13881
14 Bass Road
Shoalhaven Heads 2535

ACCIDENT REPORT

ACCIDENT REPORT
Date:
Site:

7-11-81.
Grass covered coastal cliffs
(Shelly Beach)
Light SSW 12-18 mph.
New Orion 180. 4 hrs air time
H.2 with 3 years experience

Wind:
Kite:
Pilot:
Damage to Glider:
One broken keel tube, all pre formed ribs bent,
one down tube on A-frame bent.
Three small rips
in the sail.
Couple of other parts damaged.
Damage to Pilot:
A couple of bruises and a sore right hand.
Description:
This accident happened because we were taking
film and I flew down low along the cliff so as
we could get the sea and Phillip Island in the
background.
I made two passes at cliff top
level, and I found I was losing height.
On the
last turn I flew into the cliff face for best
lift but before I could turn away and fly along
close to the cliff face the glider became heavy
and uncontrolable and I knew then what was going
to happen.
A down wind stall.
I then had no
time or height to recover and crashed on top of
the cliff downwind from a height of 10-15 ft . .

This was a stupid accident and it makes me feel
really bad because I could have flown to the
beach below and carried the glider back up to
the top.
I have always said I would rather land
at the bottom, rather than take risks with on top
landings when it is very light, but I still got
caught.
An expensive lesson.
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26.1.82
Date:
2 p.m.
Time:
Hang 2.
Pilot Rating:
11 months. 3 months soaring.
Experience:
Forresters Beach, Central Coast.
Site:
20 mph south east.
Wind Speed:
Moyes Maxi.
Glider:
Glider Damage:
Broken L.H. leading edge, A-frame uprights and
base bar badly bent.
Some broken battons.
Flying Position: Prone. Hang on impact.
A.G.V. did impact on landing
Helmet:
marked on top.
Pilot Injuries: Bloodied nose, slight swelling
behind knee. Minor abrasions.
Apparent Cause:
Pilot took off from sandhills approximately 40 ft
high wind direction square on at about 20 mph.
Flew along sand ridge which gradually climbs to a
headland about 300 ft high.
Pilot was soaring
about half way along ridge but found he couldn't
penetrate.
Pulled bar in to try and fly out but
was blown over the back.
John picked an area of
scrub to land in, dropped into hang but while
making his approach was pitched around by rotor
and was headed for po-er lines.
Managed to fly
under the power lines but impacted the side of a
brick house.
Damage to the house was minimal.
I think the pilot was the victim of wind
gradient.
He was able to soar along the sand
ridge o.k. but once he reached the higher pa~t
of the ridge and climbed above the top the wlnd
speed was much stronger.

ACCIDENTAL PARACHUTE DEPLOYMENT

MARKET PLACE

It was the South Australian comps. and due
to other cOIT:Jnittn!ents, I could not enter,
SG I volu.nteered as wind dummy,
the p~_ace ..
LOCHIEL .. a very rocky inland ridge.
It
was the second round of the comps and I
was knee lin,;), under my Swift, clippec in
ready to take off. The wind strength WaS
zero with a few cycles starting up th~ face.
Two of the er:trani.s decided nut. to wai t aml
took off before me, further up the ridge.
I waited for anotbE:r cycle to build up.

",i

I ~ould mention at th i s point I was using
a PA harress and stirrup with a PA back-up
chute.

SA

VK - Excellent condition, suitable
Hang 1 to IV. _ Great glider for
beginner.
$400.

The trecs started to rustle, I picked up
rroy glideT, the ~"zind was between 5 & 1 0 knt.s.
I made my run & thats ..... hen I carre '':0 grief
with the rocks, I tripped ever one of them
rut Il!c_naged one more :atep hefore I fell j nto
my harness.

Also, Parachutes Australia Prone
Harness and Chute .

The glider was just about flying, so I
kicked into my stirrup, I was just skimming
the ground and too near to stall to push
out, so I kept the bar in for speed, I felt
my right wing tip touch, but still managed
to get away from the ridge.

Ring Chris Burfoot on (08)
during working hours.

513290

WA
Garage Sale Bargains.
Sale of surplu
hang gliding gear at cost or below.
Page n books, recent and old issues of
Hang Gliding, Bell Helmet 6~, Hall
A.S.I., Control Bar Wheels, P.A.
Beginners Harnesses, Plastic Saddles
etc.
Ring Rod Ashton on 09 3865023
for complete list.

I was 30ft up from the ridge and thinking
how lucky I'd been to escape those
obstacles, when the nose of the glider
pitched ' down at about a 45 degree angle.
I hadn't realised that whilst scraping
over the rocks my parachute container had
caught on one of them ripped open,
deploying the chute. I pushed the bar out
as far as I could, the landing was fairly
gentle, halfway down the ridge on very
rocky ground.
The only damage was a
slight bend in the bottom rail of the
A-frame.
Deployment time would have been
less than two seconds.

QLD
Wedgetail A II 180 - $650. Absolutel
perfect condition, flown five times
by experienced pilot.
Zip bag,
collapsible A-frame , prone harness,
helmet, flying bag.
Pilot retiring.
Minimum rating H2.
Ray Shaw (071) 48-5268 (AH)

I-would like to thank Justin, who's first
thought was to rush straight over to the
chute and deflate it. A good thing to
remember if you are around when there is a
chute on the loose, a gust of wind could
have cost me a lot more damage.

VIC
Mega II - $900.
Blue Double Surface.
White Sail. Swinging Crossbar.
Good Condition. Minimum H2.
Parachutes Australia Summer Harness
with Chute Bag - $65.

ROB HIBBERD

B Spicer - 057 551742
Orion 180 - $1,000.
Brown/White/
Yellow.
20 hours air time. A
beautiful glider to fly (as new).
Minimum rating H2.
Terry Rhodes 051 221629.
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Instrument Console.
Dimensions 29 x 11 cm. Red fibre glass
body with matt black console face.
Sturdy mounting arm with large upright
grips and butterfly nut, comes with a
fold up facility for take-offs and
landings. Contains: (a) Aircraft
altimeter in 50' increments. (b) Digital
clock and stop watch. (c) Theotch vario
with audio up.
(d) Rechargeable batteries
and comes with charger.
Will freight.
$250.
Gordon Lucas 4285232 (AH)
9600412 (bus)

SWIFT 170
$1,200
Viking red double surface gold main
sail, brown tips and keel pocket.
Fully modified aluminium tube fibreglass battens. 25 hours airtime.
Minimum Rating III
Phone I. O'Neill (03)890-4163
METEOR 170
$1,350
As new. All blue, red mylar pockets
and tips. Rainbow lower surface.
15 hours airtime. Best Meteor in
Victoria.
Minimum Rating III
Phone I. O'Neill (03)890-4163
FIBREGLASS INSTRUMENT POD
As new, Ball 620H vario, united
altimeter 0-20,000' 20' inc.,
timer, compass and ASI (Hall).
Phone I. O'Neill (03)890-4163

$420

Pro-Air 180 - $1,300.
Enclosed crossbar 5th generation US
glider. Light - 63 Ibs, tight bottom
rigging (yes, it can be done!)
High
performance with mellow handling.
In
excelling condition. Minimum rating H3.
Phone Chris Boyce (042) 292351.

Gazelle 190 in good condition with
Helmet, Para and Prone Harnesses
and some spares. This glider would
suit a beginner and is easily and
cheaply repaired if bingled.
Price $210 - ono.
(Owner returning
to Europe soon and needs the money)
Phone Graeme Drew on 1052) 784296.

Bandit 180 - $750 or offer.
Blue with red double surface and trim,
Mylar, good condition. Minimum
rating Hl.
Phone Dave (02) 4123612 (AH)
PA Altimeter - $50.
Phone Dave (02) 4123612 (AH)

Wanted
Back issues of Skysailor, ie.
March and May 1981 and Feb 1982
editions. Phone -Graeme Drew (052)
784296.

Swift 170 - $1,300)
Only 7 hours flying time. Definitely
as, new condition. Black/Dark Brown/
Gold. Minimum Rating H3.
Phone M Skickley (047) 391817.

Windhaven 22' Triconical Reserve,
including Container - $200.
AGU Helmets (2). Brand new.

$40 each.
SA

1 second-hand Bells Helmet (Trials)
$30.
Phone Ian O'Neill - 890 4163.
NSW
Fledge lIB - $1,200.
The ultimate XC flider.
LD 11 : 1.
Weight 63 Ibs. Stressed + 7.5 - 4.5
Unmatched stability and control in
any conditions. Untouchable speed an~
XC capability. Minimum rating H3.
Phone Ken Battle (02) 5258013.
Swift 190 - $1,150.
17 hours air time, very good
condition. Black/Dark Brown/White.
Minimum rating H3.
Phone Ken Battle (02) 5258013.
Instrument Panel including Ball 500H
Vario. Aircraft Altimeter. $230
Glen Woodward (02) 9180038.
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Moyes Mega II - $900.
Swivel spreader, wide A frame.
Gold/orange mylar pocket.
Good condition. H2.
Phone Ross Wilkinson (08) 2250111
ext. 5960 (BH)
(Free Call) .

MCNES DEUA GUDERS PrY. UO. 173 Bronte Rd.. WaYer1ey,Sydney, N.SW, 2024, Australia. Tel. 02 387 5114.

SPECI FI CATIONS
Area
Span
Nose Angle
Aspect Ratio
Weight
Pil ot Wei ght
Pilot Skill

180 (16 sq m)
34 feet
130

0

200 (18.5 sq m)
35 feet
130

6.65
75 lbs
140 - 200 lbs
III

STANDARD FEATURES

0

*
*
*
*

6.0
80 lbs
140 - 240 1bs
III

*
*
*
*

THE MOYES MISSILE IS NOW CERTIFIED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE USHG~~ CERTIFICATION
STANDARDS,
MISSILE

*
*

180 ",PRICE $1627,65

Enclosed cross bars with safety wire
Quick set-up nose-catch/tensioner and pip pin
Coated cables with never kinks
Aluminium/fibreglass battens
Breakdown control bar
Mylar leading edge inserts
Breakdown leading edges for shipping and storage
Can set up on the control bar to keep sail clean
at thermal sites or flat on the ground in
windy conditions
Vertical fin
Complete with 2 batten bags and fully zippered
glider bag.

The Missile has proved it has a better sink rate than last year's gliders!
It has proved it has a better glide at low speed than last year's gliders!
It has proved it has a better glide at high speed than last year's gliders!
It has proved it has a better turning sink for thermalling than last year's gliders!
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